SAS History Now Out on Video
For the first time in its short but event-filled history one of the world’s most secretive
fighting forces - the Australian Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) - has allowed its
history to be documented in a DVD series.
Titled The Australian SAS - the Untold History, the 10-part documentary traces the
development of this small but highly effective Special Forces unit from its beginnings
as a deep penetration reconnaissance company into a highly sophisticated
reconnaissance, strike, recovery and counter-terrorist force.
Covered in word and picture are the regiment’s major campaigns from Konfrontasi in
Borneo through South Vietnam to Cambodia, East Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan (20012003). Included are the SAS’s Winning Hearts and Minds strategy and the key role
SAS members played in the MV Tampa affair.
Vivid images capture the intensity of the unit’s rigorous tri-service selection course and
the exhaustive training programs required to develop demanding land, sea and air
skills in those chosen to wear the coveted Sandy Beret.
The Australian SAS - The Untold History is the brainchild of retired University of
Southern Queensland Professor Bruce Horsfield, himself a former special operations
soldier with Sydney’s 1st Commando Regiment, and producer of the classic Australian
Forces Vietnam battle saga, Long Tan - The True Story.
The documentary has been mainly co-funded by the University of Southern
Queensland and the Department of Defence, and endorsed by an earlier GovernorGeneral of Australia, Major General Michael Jeffery, AC, AO (Mil), CVO, MC (Retd), a
former SAS commander.
Prof. Horsfield spent 14 years gathering images and interviews with past and serving
SAS soldiers to piece together a story that not only forms a valuable video catalogue of
one of Australia’s most mysterious military units but has done so in a way that’s gained
the blessing of the tightly-knit SAS “family”.
“SAS has been a fascinating project, much more complex than Long Tan – The True
Story,” Prof. Horsfield explained.
“While Long Tan was a single battle, the SAS documentary covers many campaigns
and includes the unconventional thinking behind Special Forces units and what
motivates a soldier to become an SAS soldier.
“For the first time there is an officially-sanctioned but independent television history of
the Australian SAS that shows in detail how a group of dedicated men overcame
bureaucratic obstacles and official uncertainty to transform themselves from a fringe
unit into one of Australia’s most effective operational forces,” Prof. Horsfield added.
“In this sense it is a very Australian story.
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the SAS with rare archival and amateur vision that reveals the real people, the
unorthodox culture and the strategic war and peace time flair that have catapulted the
SAS into the very front ranks of elite soldiering.”
In an introduction to the series, Australia’s former Special Operations Commander,
Major General Mike Hindmarsh AO, DSC, CSC, writes:
"The material is powerful. Bruce Horsfield is a gifted and accomplished documentary
maker. His incisive and meticulously accurate and balanced expose provides a rare
and unfettered insight into an organisation which has traditionally been out of bounds
to the public.
“This is a series of unquestionable historical importance because it captures, largely
through the words of the soldiers themselves, the essence of this unique unit stretching
across the fifty years of its existence. Essential viewing for anyone who truly wishes to
understand the Australian SAS, its evolution and what makes it tick."
The full series is expected to be completed later this year. But for those interested in
an advance look at this engrossing documentary, Part 1 (Heads and Hearts), Part 2
(The Arc of Instability), Part 3 (The Phantoms of the Jungle) and Part 4 (Fortress
Australia) are available from Prof. Horsfield by calling 0402 204 356 or emailing
forwardscoutfilms@gmail.com. Cost is $35.95 for one DVD or $135.95 for all four,
postage included.
For more information on the series go to www.forwardscout.com.
Photos show the documentary covers for Parts 1 and 2.
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